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Top	Appfire	Solutions
OUR  MOST  POPULAR  APPS  ON  THE  ATLASS IAN  MARKETPLACE

	 	Configuration	
Manager	for	Jira	(CMJ)
The most trusted solution 
for change management, 
governance & scaling, and 
data migration in Jira & JSM.

	 	Issue	Matrix	for	Jira
Drive your Jira visualization 
to a new level with 
powerful features for Sub-
Tasks, Linked Issues, 
Stories in Epics.

	 	Integrity	Check	for	
Jira
Detect, locate, and navigate 
to broken configurations. 
Fix errors on the fly.

	 	Delegated	Project	
Creator	for	Jira
Empower your trusted 
users to create or request 
their own Jira projects 
based on admin-defined 
project templates.

	 	Announcer	for	Jira
Create and display custom 
announcements to your 
team — right within Jira.

	 Power	Admin	for	Jira
Easily search for Jira 
usage and dependencies 
of various elements; 
confidently configure and 
optimize Jira.

Admin	Tools
Scale your Atlassian deployment with efficiency and ease

	 	Agile	Poker	for	Jira	
Planning poker app for 
Scrum teams that offers 
accurate and convenient 
backlog estimation 
methods.

	 	Agile	Cards	-	Print	
Issues	from	Jira
Print Jira issues and 
boards for your documents 
and Agile Events with 
customizable layouts and 
print formats.

	 	Planning	Poker	®
Planning poker app that 
facilitates agile team 
discussion to reach 
accurate and consensus-
based estimations.

	 	Whiteboards	for	Jira	
Digital whiteboard deeply integrated with Jira for 
online collaboration and visualization. 

	 	Whiteboards	for	Confluence
Collaborate online on a virtual board and embed 
mockups, mind maps, and diagrams into your 
Confluence pages.

Agile	/	Whiteboards	
Unleash the power of your agile team with enhanced Scrum, Kanban, and SaFe methodologies
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	 	Advanced	Tables	for	
Confluence
Create and format 
beautiful, functional 
tables to display your most 
important data — right 
within Confluence.

	 	Power	BI	Connector	
Pro	for	Jira
Connect Jira to Microsoft 
Power BI for real-time 
reports and analytics.

	 	Reports	and	
Timesheets	for	Jira
Build meaningful reports 
in Jira to support daily 
operations, executive 
reporting, and more.

	 	Tableau	Connector	
Pro	for	Jira
Connect Jira to Tableau 
for powerful business 
intelligence insights and 
reporting.

	 	SQL	for	Confluence	
(Pro	Edition)
Connect and query your 
SQL databases and create 
dynamic BI reports — right 
within Confluence.

	 	Dashboard	Hub	for	
Jira	Reports	and	
Charts
Your data hub in Jira. 
Dashboards with pre-
defined templates, charts 
and 60+ gadgets for ITSM or 
DevOps metrics.

BI	&	Reporting
Empower your team by bringing your most important data together

	 	Webhook	to	Jenkins	
for	Bitbucket
Improve your DevOps 
workflow with automation 
to instantly notify Jenkins 
of Bitbucket code commits 
and merges.

	 	Yet	Another	Commit	
Checker
Hook to validate and block 
commits according to 
configured policies. Easily 
enforce Jira workflows.

	 	TFS4Jira	Azure	
DevOps	Integration
Integrate, synchronize, 
and migrate Jira and Azure 
DevOps. Collaborate with 
transparency and achieve 
more, faster.

	 	Snippets	for	
Bitbucket	Server
Easily create and share 
code snippets in Bitbucket 
Server.

	 	Pages	for	Bitbucket	
Server
Website and page hosting 
for Bitbucket. Easily host 
websites in your Bitbucket 
instance, similar to Github 
Pages.

Developer	Tools
Help developers build and deploy software quickly and efficiently
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	 	Comala	Document	
Management
Go beyond writing 
documents. Manage 
them with reviews and 
approvals.

	 	Comala	Metadata
Enhance your JSM 
experience with custom 
fields, tab fields, workflow 
utilities and gadgets.

	 	Comala	Publishing
Keep your draft and 
published pages separate, 
and sync them with the 
push of a button.

Document	Management
Maintain compliance in Confluence with automated document workflows

	 	MultiExcerpt	
Keep information 
consistent and updated 
across your team’s 
Confluence.

	 	Numbered	Headings
The #1 app to number your 
headings automatically.

	 	LaTeX	Math	
Quickly and seamlessly add 
latex math expressions to 
Confluence pages.

Publishing
Make collaboration a breeze with specialty publishing tools and easier content sharing

	 	Time	to	SLA
Best-selling SLA 
tracking app with solid 
configuration, reporting 
and searching features.

	 	Enhancer	Plugin	for	
Jira	
Enhance your JSM 
experience with custom 
fields, tab fields, workflow 
utilities and gadgets.

	 	Canned	Responses	
Pro	Templates	for	Jira	
Dynamic JSM templates and 
signatures for comments 
and issue descriptions, 
with advanced permission 
options.

	 	Assets	and	Inventory	
Plugin	for	Jira
Manage your assets within 
Jira and link issues with 
assets. Improved asset 
and inventory utilization. 
Powerfully Simple.

	 	Chat	for	Jira	Service	
Management		
Live chat fully integrated 
with JSM for faster 
support request resolution 
and higher customer 
satisfaction.

IT	Service	Management	(ITSM)
Enhance, track, support, and measure IT service delivery in Jira Service Management (JSM)
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	 BigPicture
See the Big Picture across all levels of Project/
Product Portfolio Management right within Jira. 
Agile (incl.SAFe®, LeSS), Classic, and Hybrid 
methods covered.

	 BigGantt
Visualize, plan, and manage Jira issues on 
neat Gantt charts. Allocate resources, track 
performance, get work done.

	 Big	Picture	Enterprise
A premium PPM solution for enterprise-size 
companies — serves as an extension for and 
requires an active instance of BigPicture.

	 BigTemplate
Export Jira issues to many file formats and to 
custom templates. Import Microsoft MS Project.

Project	and	Portfolio	Management
Gain actionable visibility into project operations and resource management

	 	Jira	Misc	Workflow	
Extensions	(JMWE)
Powerful, all-in-one app for 
automating Jira workflows. 
Top-selling, top-rated 
“must-have for every 
instance” solution.

	 	Power	Scripts	-	Jira	
Workflow	Automation
The must-have scripting 
solution to access deep 
levels of automation, 
customization & integration 
in Jira.

	 	JSU	Automation	Suite	
for	Jira	Workflows
A top-selling code-free Jira 
workflow customization 
app loved by more than 
16M users worldwide.

	 	Jira	Command	Line	
Interface	(CLI)
Automate, Integrate, 
Migrate: Everything Jira. 

	 	Create	on	Transition	
for	Jira
Make your workflows work 
harder for you — automate 
your team’s processes and 
work smarter in Jira.

	 Clone	Plus	for	Jira
Clone Jira issues with 
powerful customizations 
and preconfigured 
templates.

Workflow	&	Automation
Automate tasks, improve consistency, and optimize workflows – with or without scripting
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